What’s That Sound? How to Fix a
Garage Door That is Noisy

Garage doors are notorious for making loud, jarring, and unpleasant
sounds. However, with proper maintenance and troubleshooting
when problems do arise, you should be able to keep your garage
door running so quietly that a baby could sleep through it opening.

Some of the most common noise complaints that we hear
surrounding garage door repairs include:
The door makes a popping sound while in operation
The door makes a scraping sound while in motion
The door has a consistent and annoying squeak
The good news is, that these are all easy fixes! Here’s how to repair
garage doors demonstrating these issues.

1. DIY Garage Door Repairs for Popping
If your garage door is making a popping sound [1] during operation it
most likely needs new rollers. Fortunately, this is a cheap and easy
DIY garage door repair [2]. If you have a traditional garage door with

five sections, you will need to purchase a dozen rollers. We suggest
sticking with nylon rollers instead of metal rollers. Yes, they are a
little bit more expensive, but they require less maintenance and are
also quieter!
Traditionally most rollers have a four-inch stem and a two-inch roller,
however we suggest double checking the measurements of your
rollers before heading to the store for replacements. Once you have
your rollers, the job should take no longer than an hour.

2. How to Repair Garage Doors that are
Scraping
There are several reasons that your garage door may be scraping.
These can commonly include [3] a tilted end bearing plate, a torsion
spring cable or extension spring cable that is frayed, misalignment
of the reinforcing strut, or extension spring cable pulleys that are
worn out.
Sounds intimidating, right? However, when it comes down to it most
of these DIY garage door repairs come down to simply buying and
installing a replacement part!
If frayed torsion spring cables, frayed extension spring cables, or
worn out spring cable pulleys are causing the issue, you can easily
repair this garage door issue by purchasing a replacement and
installing it.
However, if you conclude that a tilted end bearing plate is causing
the issue, you may need to reinforce, straighten or replace the
bearing plate. If you are going to DIY this garage door repair, we
suggest utilizing this step-by-step guide for replacing end bearing
plates [4]. If the reinforcing strut is misaligned you can easily repair it
by evening out the spacing.

3. Getting Rid of that Annoying Squeak
As a homeowner nothing is quite as annoying as a consistent
squeak each and every time you press open on your garage door
remote. For an issue that makes quite a bit of noise, this DIY garage

door repair is one of the easiest out there, and will most likely only
require lubricating the tracks of your garage door.
Not sure where to start? You can learn how to fix this garage door
issue in four easy steps. First, shut the garage door so that you
have full access to the tracks. Next, grab a ladder, a silicon-base
lubricant, and some protective eyewear. Now it’s time for the fun
part.
To lubricate the track, simply spray the lubricant onto the track and
chain until you have covered the entire track. Repeat this same
action on the other side of the garage door. Once you are done all
you need to do is open and shut the garage door a few times to
ensure the track and chain are fully lubricated and VOILA, the
annoying squeak is just a distant memory.

How to Repair Garage Door Opener
Problems

You most likely rely on your garage door opener to get in and out of
your home multiple times a day. So when an issue arises, you need
it fixed quickly. Some common garage door opener problems that
we see include:

The garage door will not completely close
The garage door will not open all the way
The door reverses before it completely closes
The door closes and then immediately reverses
The remote control or panel will not open or close the garage
door
Like noisy garages, many of these issues are quick garage door
repairs that you can do yourself without turning to the pros. Below
are tips and tricks on how to fix a garage door with these issues.

1. How to fix a garage door that will not
completely close
If your garage door will not completely close [5] with the remote or
control panel, the close limit switch most likely needs to be adjusted.
The limit switch is the device that signals to the motor when to stop
lowering or lifting the door, so issues with this small but mighty part
can cause a variety of issues when it comes to opening and closing
your garage door.
If you want to DIY this repair, here is a helpful guide [6] that details
every step of the process. If you try this and still encounter the same
issue, we suggest trying to open and shut the door manually and
see if the garage door is binding. If this is the issue, you should be
able to adjust the binding [7] to eliminate the problem.

2. Fixing a garage door that closes and then
immediately reverses
Similarly to a garage door that will not completely close, a garage
door that closes and then immediately re-opens, most likely needs
to have it’s close limit switch adjusted. We suggest using the
previous guide [6] or this one [8] to figure out the exactly how to fix
or reset the limit switch of your garage door if it is having this issue.

3. Troubleshooting a garage door that will not
fully open
Similarly, if your garage will not fully open, the issue most likely lies
in the limit switch. In this case, you probably need to move the limit
switch closer to the motor [9].

4. Repairing a Garage Door that will only
close partially before reversing
There are six common issues [10] that may be causing your garage
door to only partially close before reversing. These include issues
with the close force, a torsion spring cable or extension spring cable
break, an issue with the sensor, dry bearings or rollers, or worn out
extension spring cable pulleys.
If the close force appears to be causing the issue, you will most
likely simply need to adjust it. There is a step-by-step guide for
doing so [11]. If the torsion spring cable or extension spring cable
are broken, you will need to replace them [12]. Similarly, if you
identify that the issue is with the garage door opener sensor, you will
most likely need to replace it [13].
Dry rollers and bearings are an easy fix, you will simply need to
lubricate [14] them. If the extension spring pulleys are worn out, they
will need to be replaced [15].

5. How to Repair Issues with Garage Door
Remote or Panel
If your garage door will not open with both your remote and panel,
the issue is most likely with the power source itself. To ensure it is
properly receiving power [16], double check that it is plugged in and
check the circuit breaker or fuse for the system.
If the issue is only with your remote, there are several easy and
quick fixes [17] that won’t require a professional. The most common
issues include being out of range, an issue with the antenna, a

programming issue, or a dead battery. To ensure you are in range,
simply move closer to the garage (easy, right?).
To make sure that the antenna is not causing the issue, make sure
that it is hanging down off the unit itself. If those fixes don’t work, try
replacing the batteries (see, we told you these were easy!). Finally, if
none of those quick and easy fixes eliminate the issue, we suggest
reprogramming the remote control.

